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Skyrim honed metal

Forum &gt; Skyrim Discussion &gt; Skyrim Mods &gt; Discussion in 'Skyrim Mods' started by Glynnman, 19 January 2017. Forum &gt; Skyrim Discussion &gt; Skyrim Mods &gt; Edit Share Community Content is available in CC-BY-SA unless otherwise specified. -Fixed a bug that prevented
the Orcish Smithing benefit from being removed after talking to an Orc blacksmith, causing the player to permanently retain the advantage. -Fixed the MCM Materials Cost Multiplier option that does not affect the cost of soulgems when recharging items. -Fixed mcm recover lost objects by
not clearing all relevant data correctly, resulting in possible problems when opening orders after use. -Added MCM translation files for all languages supported by the game. The text is still in English, but at least the MCM menu won't show a dollar sign before each word for those using a
language other than English. -Added a small discount for NPC services as a way to reward players who do favors for their craftsmen. You get 5% when the PNG considers you a friend, 10% when confident, and 15% when it's allied or better. -Letters from artisans will provide visual
feedback at the time of delivery and after being removed from your inventory at the time of order fulfillment (Yes, this was one thing). -Changed the name of the letter from notification note to letter of notification. -The courier will no longer deliver letters for orders you've already recovered. -
The carrier does not deliver letters for un completed orders after the mod update or using the Repair MCM option. -You will no longer be able to see a sender's name before receiving their letter by pedaling through those you already have. -Replaced the NPC Maximum SKill Level with an
NPC SKill Modifier MCM option. Instead of severely limiting the skill level of craftsmen who cross the threshold, the new setting acts as a percentage modifier, decreasing or increasing their ability based on the specified value; at 100, blacksmiths and charmers retain their original ability, a
lower value reduces their ability, and more than 100 will increase them by that percentage. -Improved hardening bonus from Skill Based Smithing which increases the stats of items made based on the blacksmith's skill level. It was OK vanilla Skyrim but completely irrelevant in Requiem. It
provides a modest but significant boost now. -Changed the cost of Tempering services to rely more on the blacksmith's ability than on the cost of the item. Now you can end up paying more for the improvement of a cheap item than the item itself applies when using highly qualified
craftsmen. part improve expensive unique items should be several orders of magnitude more convenient. -Changed the way the order processing time is calculated. The mcm adjustable base time, which is the absolute minimum time a PNG would take to process an order, is multiplied by a
random random number the current workload of PNG and ranging from 1 to 0.5 - base10logarithm of their skill level (skilled craftsmen may be more in demand). At this point, a small fraction of the basic cost of each ordered item is added as a means of determining the complexity of working
on certain items, since the price is generally a good indicator of more sophisticated equipment/materials. The exact amount taken from each item varies from service to service, the blacksmith is the highest and tops up the lowest. Finally, the time it takes to acquire unso provided materials
or in the PNG inventory to get the final order processing time is added. -Added an internal modifier to the basic creation time, which will be used to calculate the hardening time of the services. For now it remains a hard-coded value of 1/4 the basic time craft, but I will expose it as an MCM
option in the future. -Connect temper armor and temper weapon dialog options into a single Temper Equipment input. You can now temper both weapons and armor in the same order. - Modified the script mismatch error code to explain that the error can occur if SkyUI or SkyAway is not
installed. - Dual Enchantment MCM must be enabled by default for users who do not use any of the supported revisions. - Added support for the new blacksmith benefits introduced by Behind The Curtain. Allowing its users to create and temper Nordic materials, elves and altmers. -



Changed the way the mod tracks which NPCs the player commissioned items from. Instead of a token in the PNG inventory, which can prove unreliable if the PNG inventory is reset for some reason, the mod now maintains a list with the IDs of each PNG. - Changed the maximum value of
service cost multipliers from 1 to 10. This will give users more freedom to customize the price of their orders for their hearts content. - Added a crafting material cost multiplier. This setting affects the cost of materials provided by NPCs. Modified the NPC skills rebalancing code to allow
custom skills values set using MCM to replace the NSR table. Added an MCM option to reset nsR to its default settings. - Changed the maximum allowable capacity that can be set on NPCs from 100 to 200. This will allow, for those who love such things, PNG to create more powerful
objects, as well as serve as an alternative solution - raw skill can make for lack of advantages- for mods not supported with advantages unknown to HM. The default value remains 100. - Added an MCM option to retrieve the lost, in case something goes wrong with the order. - This includes
fixes in the ACE/Requiem 1.09 hotfix. - Fixed a bug that caused legendary Blacksmith and Arcane Craftsmanship benefits not to be added to the mod's benefit list if Requiem was installed. Causing blacksmiths not to use these advantages. - Fixed a bug that caused PNG to be manually
added to the service faction to have the minimum skill level allowed, if the NPC Skill Rebalance MCM MCM was active. -Completely reworked the way NPCs get their benefits, which will result in a much more accurate distribution of benefits. -Reviewed all supported revisions, importing,
adding, and removing benefits from the Honed Metal benefit pool to ensure proper balance and integration with each review. -Added compatibility for Smithing Perks Overhaul. -Added full localization support by creating an appropriate MCM localization interface and moving all related game
messages to your script without external dependencies. Translating the mod will be much, much easier. -Reworked the file version control feature, which results in clearer, more consistent, and more reliable .esp detection. -Added an MCM option to disable carrier notifications. Disabled by
default. -The MCM Dual Enchantment option now correctly controls double spells for vanilla and all supported revisions, not just Requiem. It is now disabled by default. -The mod will take note of the status of the camera when requesting services and restore you to the first- or third-person
camera accordingly (ineffective for some mods that alter the default third-person camera) -Added Ulfberth War Bear to the list of NPCs affected by the NPC Skill Rebalance option. Her skill level will be that of Adrianne Avennici, since she is the one who does the processing. -Added filters to
prevent NPCs from accepting armor pieces when they require charging services. You can still give enchanted weapons though. -Added code to ensure that the weapon of the left hand is properly re-equipped when requesting services while performing dual handling. -Added controls to
detect if crafting/enchanting menus are not displayed, then recover from the error and inform the user. -Made changes that prevent the player from appearing on the list of possible targets when using the MCM to add PNG to smithing or enchanting factions. -Changed more game strings to
further improve diving when requesting services. As always, changes are temporary, default strings are restored as soon as the order dialog box is finished. -Made small changes that should eliminate the sporadic nude comment that would occur occasionally when making orders. -
Increased spending commitment, even higher, when requesting services to avoid over-commitment issues when using SkyRealism. -Fixed a bug that would have made you forget all the spells you learned when you request lovely services with the NPC Know Enchantments option active. a
debug message that would pop up when you request services from an NPC not in the list affected by NPC Skill Rebalance, which is every NPC manually added to the service factions you. -Removed a papyrus error log related to DLC blacksmiths that would occur when you start a new
game or when you update the mod without visiting the DLC regions. -Removed harmless papyrus error log related to the courier system. -Completely reworked the where NPCs get their advantages, which will result in a much more accurate distribution of benefits. -Reviewed all supported
revisions, importing, adding, and removing benefits from the Honed Metal benefit pool to ensure proper balance and integration with each review. -Added compatibility for Smithing Perks Overhaul. -Added full localization support by creating an appropriate MCM localization interface and
moving all related game messages to your script without external dependencies. Translating the mod will be much, much easier. -Reworked the file version control feature, which results in clearer, more consistent, and more reliable .esp detection. -Added an MCM option to disable carrier
notifications. Disabled by default. -The MCM Dual Enchantment option now correctly controls double spells for vanilla and all supported revisions, not just Requiem. It is now disabled by default. -The mod will take note of the status of the camera when requesting services and restore you to
the first- or third-person camera accordingly (ineffective for some mods that alter the default third-person camera) -Added Ulfberth War Bear to the list of NPCs affected by the NPC Skill Rebalance option. Her skill level will be that of Adrianne Avennici, since she is the one who does the
processing. -Added filters to prevent NPCs from accepting armor pieces when they require charging services. You can still give enchanted weapons though. -Added code to ensure that the weapon of the left hand is properly re-equipped when requesting services while performing dual
handling. -Added controls to detect if crafting/enchanting menus are not displayed, then recover from the error and inform the user. -Made changes that prevent the player from appearing on the list of possible targets when using the MCM to add PNG to smithing or enchanting factions. -
Changed more game strings to further improve diving when requesting services. As always, changes are temporary, default strings are restored as soon as the order dialog box is finished. -Made small changes that should eliminate the sporadic nude comment that would occur occasionally
when making orders. -Increased spending commitment, even higher, when requesting services to avoid over-commitment issues when using SkyRealism. -Fixed a bug that would have made you forget all the spells you learned when you request lovely services with the NPC Know
Enchantments option active. -Removed a debug message that would be when you request services from an NPC not in the list affected by NPC Skill Rebalance, which is every NPC manually added to the service factions by you. -Removed a papyrus error log related to DLC blacksmiths
that would occur when you start a new game or when you update the mod without visiting the DLC regions. -Removed harmless papyrus error log related to the courier system. - Fixed a bug with the Use Dual Enchantment option that could cause Incorrect benefit to delete if you are using
one of the supported revisions, causing an error message to be displayed in some cases. - Double spells can now be enabled/disabled correctly when using Requiem. - The mod now recognizes blacksmiths and charmers from DLCs by default. - NPC Rebalanc Skille has been reworked to
give a static ability to blacksmiths and enchanted, based on the table created by mxSora. See the articles section for details. - Added voice lines for all default charmers. - Standardized initial spells available to all charmers. Now they will know the basic form of enchantment - which is what
you are supposed to achieve when disenchanting an element - and added some effects that they did not know previously. - Nexus Logic: (1,061 &gt; 1.07 &amp;&amp;amp;1.0 &gt;7 ! - Fixed an incorrect comparison greater than what was causing a random piece of equipment currently
equipped to finish unequipped after ordering lovely or tempered services. - Changed the MCM version number that should force the MCM update. In case the new option is not displayed for some users. - Forced MCM price sliders to their default values at the time of upgrade. - Expanded
the hard-coded limit of maximum equipment the mod is able to process at once from 128 to 2048 using SKSE. - Greatly improved equipment processing algorithms to better manage the increase in item loads. Over a 92% improvement in item processing speeds when processing large
amounts of equipment. Players with heavy load inventories must observe drastic accelerations when ordering items. - The way NPCs sell you your commissioned items has been rewritten. Prices are dynamically calculated now and the player has complete control over the final cost of the
services. Changing price sliders in the MCM affects the cost of current orders and eliminates the exorbitant and inconsistent price of enchanted items. - The courier system has been overhauled. All NPCs will be able to sign their letters and the notification message has been standardized.
Queue processing has been greatly improved, resulting in greater delivery accuracy. - Added vocal lines for the vocal types of all vanilla blacksmiths. Other NPCs using these types of voices will also speak the lines. The lines apply to both blacksmiths and charmers. - Blacksmiths now offer
tanning rack services. - Added dwarf ingots to the list of rare materials. - Added an MCM option to turn Dual Enchantments on or off. - Clothing and will no longer be affected by the Skill Based Smithing feature. that is, they will not be tempered. - Eorlund Graymane will use the Skyforge
now, as he should. - Fixed a bug in the carrier queue ordering code that made the system inaccurate for queues larger than two; possibly causing some letters to a sent before their time. - Fixed a bug that caused materials to count for the total order processing time when they shouldn't. -
Fixed a bug that would have caused more materials to count as provided by the npc, increasing the processing time of the order. - Fixed a bug in the compatibility code that prevented a skyRe advantage from being properly applied. - Added support for Sperg and Ordinator benefits. - Added
secure protections to prevent imported benefits from being added to the game if they cannot be fixed. - Added controls to prevent unplayable items from being temporarily removed by the player during hardening/enchanting. - Added an exit strategy to avoid an infinite loop that would occur
in the event of an order processing error, effectively keeping the player detained. Now the loop will exit and you will receive an error message. —Increased the accuracy of MCM capture cursors by one decimal point. - Changed the skill based smithing feature to increase craft equipment
statistics AFTER paying for your order instead of before. In this way the improvements do not affect the price of the order. - Changed the strength of these improvements to better comply with blacksmith's abilities at lower skill levels. - Changed the error detection code to pause the mod
instead of uninstalling it when an error is detected. This will solve many startup issues where people were unable to use the mod, even after fixing the problem that caused the mod to complain in the first place, such as an outdated SKSE. - Implemented file script version controls to alert
users if they use incorrect file script combinations. - Implemented script versioning to ensure that the scripts loaded are of the same version. - Implemented combat controls to prevent problems if the player requires services during combat. - Implemented mission status checks in the MCM
Repair option of the mod. - Fixed a bug that caused materials to be removed on the player's inventory after requesting enchantment or tempering services and not giving any items to the PNG, if NPCs Have X Materials MCM options were enabled. - Fixed a bug that set the player's weight to
negative values after requesting charging services and not giving any item to the PNG. Or request lovely services / temper, do not give any object, and subsequently activate any alchemy, crafting, tempering or enchanting station or tanning rack. - Fixed a bug that would have caused the
game to first load after the installation of the or starting a new game to trigger the update message. - Fixed the issue with the possible mix of objects when creating objects identical to the object you are wearing. - Updated some MCM descriptions. - Fixed a bug that caused you to acquire
enchanted items for free when you give a piece of clothing to enchant mixed with regular armor/weapons. - Fixed a bug that prevented Blacksmith and Charmers from selling you enchanted/tempered stolen items. - - a bug that made the mod not recognize the first time you gave your
weapon for reloading and cause occasional stalls after requesting tempering/lovely services - Fixed the issue where wearing custom enchanted equipment would not apply their effect after requesting tempering/lovely services. - Fixed the MCM repair option that does not reset pending
orders. - Fixed a paypyrus alert on a script property in the Papyrus .log file. - Fixed an issue where the player would collapse on the floor when using Skyrealism -Capacity. - Equipment is no longer removed when crafting services are required. This solves many problems that people had
such as the inability to create certain items that relied on the presence of other items in the player's inventory. - Implemented separate times to enchant, craft and recharge. - Added carrier notifications for completed orders. - The cost of materials is now added to the final cost of the
equipment. - Materials not available in the inventory of manufacturers/enchanted will increase the time it takes to complete an order. Configurable MCM. - The materials used by the manufacturers/charmers will be deducted from their inventory. - The formulae for calculating the price of the
items have been modified. - The Reset Perks MCM option now grants an advantage for each vanilla perk removed. - Spells should now be on par with Requiem standards at the highest level. No more OP spells. - Fixed a bug that occurred if you created an object identical to the one you
were wearing, causing a mix of items. - Fixed a bug that occurred every time it incantivated or tempered an armor immediately followed by a weapon, on the same lot, causing the weapon to be given to you for free. - Fixed the occasional random lock after requesting services, where you
could look around but not move. - Fixed Sergius Terranus by not offering lovely amenities. - Fixed the MCM display error. - Added option to allow NPCs to have rarer materials. - Added the option to turn on or off the ability of blacksmiths to create tempered armor. - Added DLC materials to
npc base materials list have access to. - Added support for Requiem, Perma and SkyRe detection. —Added the ability to process multiple elements of the same type at the same time. - Added file padding to avoid anonymous downloads. Four million IP figures in just over 4MB. - Added the
ability to maximize the minimum NPC ability instead of (maximum - 1). - Improved the time it takes to process crafting and enchanting requests. - Improved menu delay occasional when talking to PNG right after creation, lovely. - Smiths and charmers can take orders at the same time,
regardless of each other. - Changed crafting/lovely messages to better fit the mod. These changes are temporary and last only while NPCs are active. - Changed the way the item picking dialogue develops. Now it's more natural and intuitive. - Modified price Formula. - Reduce wild price
fluctuations for weapons reload. - Deleted (mostly) inappropriate crafting comments when you were placing an order. - Any PNG can now become an charmer if you add them to the enchanting faction. New skill rebalancing system that dynamically adjusts PNG's smithing/enchanting ability.
The formula for creating/enchanting cost has been modified to depend more on the skill level of the blacksmiths/charmers than the value of the items created. Items created now get a small statistical boost, depending on the blacksmith's skill level. New update script, not paired from mcm
menu. New MCM option to include NPCs in their respective smithing/enchanting factions. Blacksmiths and enchanters now have basic materials and soulgems. Spellers now know the basic spells. The processing, quenching and enchanting now takes time the blacksmiths and charmers will
not move as they take your order. Charmers now offer to reload your weapon. The PNG skill level can be changed via the MCM menu. New option to restore perks and skill level People no longer feel you're naked when tempering/enchanting you. When using Frostfall, you no longer lose
large amounts of exposure when tempering/enchanting. Fixed the bug that caused permanent changes to the player's smithing/enchanting abilities if you had to ask for tempering/enchanting services without giving any item. Fixed a bug that caused the NPC skill level not to be taken into
account in price calculations if the NPC competency has changed. Fixed a bug that caused weapons to be treated as tempered by blacksmiths, even if no hardening occurred. Implemented an MCM menu. New system for establish crafting/enchanting skills for all NPCs. New option to
enable or disable enchanting, smithing or tempering independently. Possibility to limit the enchanting to Winterhold or let any PNG with enough skill to offer the service. Allow you to control the price for enchanting, crafting and tempering independently Allow orcs to handle orcish equipment
regardless of skill level. Added SkyRe compatibility patch Implemented a fix mod feature. Implemented uninstall method for safely removing the mod. Implemented requirements and sanity checks. Major refurbishment of central scripts and cleaning. Fixed a bug when creating arrows that
prevented additional services Fixed a bug when creating arrows that made it possible to pay for one and get the rest Fixed a bug that caused arrows to destoyed if I gave them to a blacksmith or charmer. Fixed a bug that would have caused enchanted weapons to reload when he gave
them to a blacksmith. Fixed a bug that caused a gold value of 0 when creating multiple object objects
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